
 
 

 

Science Knowledge Organiser  
 

Year 6 - Term 6 

Topic: Evolution and Inheritance 

What I will know by the end of the unit :    New vocabulary:   

 Living things have changed over time and that fossils provide information about 
living things that inhabited the Earth millions of years ago. 

 Recognise that living things produce offspring of the same kind, but normally 
offspring vary and are not identical to their parents. 

 Identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their environment in different 
ways and that adaptation may lead to evolution. 
 

Evolution        Breeding 

Geological      Survival of the fittest 

Chronology    Speciation 

Common Origin   Variations 

Ancestor           

Adaptation 

Natural Selection 

Skills/Working Scientifically:  Key words/phrases we will use: 

In this unit children will have worked towards answering the Quest question ‘How do living things evolve?’ They will have 
investigated how living things have changed over time and that fossils provide information about living things that 
inhabited the Earth millions of years ago. They will have had the opportunity to make a visit (real or virtual) to a Natural 
History museum and they will have constructed a geological timeline. Children will have identified how animals and plants 
are adapted to suit their environment in different ways and that adaptation may lead to evolution. They will have explored 
the principal of inheritance, recognising that living things produce offspring of the same kind, but that normally such 
offspring vary and are not identical to their parents. Children will have researched how plants and animals are adapted to 
suit their environment in different ways and they will have identified some beneficial adaptations that may lead to 
evolution. They will have explored natural selection through drama and designed their own species. 
Working scientifically, children will have had the opportunity to use secondary sources to research and evaluate evidence 
about evolution and inheritance. Children will have identified scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute 
ideas or arguments by finding out about the fossil records used by pivotal scientists such as Mary Anning, Alfred Wallace 
and Charles Darwin. 
 

Fossil 
Characteristics 
Features 
Camouflage 

Links to previous learning: Year 2 Habitats, Year 2 Living Things, Year 4 Dangers to Living Things, and Y5 Life Cycles. 



 
 

 


